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Main thesis and starting point of my work, jointly done
with Bilal Zaka and Sonja Eisenberger:
Is it not strange how „asymmetric“ the net is used?
In computer games, and E-Learning, and Social Networks,
and other applications, interactivity is essential.

However, typical documents or information on the Web
usually do not allow any kind of interaction but are studied
just passively.

We have developed a system NID, an acronym for NetInteractive
Documents that has many features for action and interaction.

The most obvious one is that users can send feedback to the
person(s) responsible for the document (called „editor“ in what
follows): Such feedback can be anonymous or if a user wants an
answer, an E-Mail address has to be included in the feedback form.

Feedback button on every page

Clicking at
button
produces →

A note on the menu structure of NID
To make the use of NID easy for beginners we have what we call the “Short
Menu” that shows up in most situations:
Menu in the left upper part of pages. It is used for making of annotations, for
starting a search, and for showing a table of contents. The latter has not been
added to all books: if it does not exist the entry „Table of contents“ is not shown.
These are the options on right upper part of pages. From the left: A field
that allows to directly jump to a page, Discussions will be explained later,
Settings allows to go to a different mode of presentation (one page, two
page, thumbnails, etc.), Full Menu allows to open more options (see next
page), Login is to identify oneself for one of many purposes (some
discussed later). Feedback is the button dicussed on the previous page.

Options in the right lower part of page: + and – for zooming, the four > to move a
picture if sufficiently large, and the central house icon to return to the original size
after zooming.

The Full Menu
If clicked, the menu options in left and right upper part are extended as follows:
The only additions here are
„Fancy Annotation“ allowing
more than just using the outline
of blue rectangle as link anchor
(an example will be shown later)
Metadata shows some information about the document, Change Layout permits to put more
than one page even from different servers on the screen (an example will be shown), A.I.
allows to extract data from pages that will be used for „semi-automatic linking“ of similar
pages in the future, Settings has two more items for quiz and for groups (we touch on these
subjects later), Book Details just shows the cover of the document, Console is essential for
certain administrative features, Citation allows to automatically create a proper citation
according to language and citation style chosen, and Transclusion allows to generate a link
that leads to a chosen rectangular part of a page. This link can, e.g., sent by Mail to someone
who then will see the part of the page one did intend to show!

Some of the interactive features :

Users can add information (“annotations”) to a page of a
document: This can be a piece of text, a picture, a link, or a clip.

Note: The editor of the document gets information when an
annotation is added by someone, can change it or delete it. Also,
when creating the document, the editor specifies if annotations
can be made anonymous, or only by logged-in users, or are
invisible until made visible by the editor.

Text or multi-media material oder links can be added to any
page of a document (We call such additions „annotations“)

Simple way to do it: A click on
pencil allows to mark any area
on a page and opens the form
Link
Text
Picture
Clip
…or Combination

Examples for
annotations:
On mouse-over
pictures appear.

Mouse-over blue-ish framed Edison left, opens picture shown right as overlay.

Users can start a discussion or participate in existing ones.
On top of each page the word “Discussions” is shown:

Grey, to see all discussions
in the document, blue if one
already exists on that page →
A click on either shows all discussions in the document and permits to start
one, or to view the discussion on that page:

A short discussion on direct current
(DC) vs. alternating current (AC)

Other interactive features:
NID allows to define user groups. Thus, some information may only
be visible for members of certain groups (like employees of a
company, or students of a certain class, or it could be a private note)

Messages can be sent to members of a group.
Categories of documents can be defined, and the search provided can
be applied to one document or to all in one category.
Users have good support to find documents based on metadata
available for the document.

Help to find documents of interest

Other Features
NID documents can be put into a hierarchy of categories
(see previous page)

NID search can be applied to a single document or all
documents in a category
NID allows different language interfaces and automatic citation
creation

Further features
The Table of Contents (ToC) button appears on every page of a book with a
table of contents. I.e., if we are on any page, we do not have to go back to
the beginning of the book for the ToC, but can look at it right on the page.
We also show what the result of what typical searches look like: They find words
but also objects in a certain class. In the first example notice that the
word „person“ occurs only twice in the document, but a picture of a person more
often as shown by the little picture icons. Then we search for the object „tie“ in
the same book https://nid.iicm.tugraz.at/Home/ViewBook/127, and for „bottle“ in
a different book.
On the page after this we show how information is extracted from
document pages for semi-automatic linking in the future.

Page 10 of the document https://nid2.isds.tugraz.at/Home/BookDetail/297
Note the „Table of contents“ (Toc) button in the left upper corner and see
result of clicking it on the next page.

Toc available on any page, e.g., opened here on page 10

Notice that a
search can also
locate objects.
Here the word
person was
found on p.13
and p.15, but
2 pictures of
persons were
found on p.4.
P.4 of the
document is
shown on next
page!

We feel it is impressive that
the algorithm detected
this heavily clad
person as such and the
man from the back!
We show two more examples,
where we look for the object
„tie“.

It is remarkable that
even with the very
small objects, the
algorithm recognizes
them as a "tie"!

Thus, NID allows to search for classes of pictures (“object classes”).
Here is an example from another book, searching for „bottle“.

Using AI techniques for term extraction of pages as first step towards
(semi-automatic) linking of material
Page Tags: science, agricultural,
development, sustainable, policies,
advice, land, scientific, global,
systems

From another page
Page Tags: energy, electricity, africa,
hydropower, sustainable, study,
morocco, renewable, potential,
assessment

The upper part of page 7 of (https://nid.iicm.tugraz.at/Home/BookDetail/127)
where interesting terms ("tags") are extracted with option AI

Other features:

NID allows different modes of presentation (single page, double page,
thumbnails, etc.)
NID allows links to a part of a page (“Transclusion”)
NID has quiz features built-in, two examples on next page

Different types of Quizzes
are available

NID uses the International Image Interoperability Framework : IIIF https://iiif.io/ .
This allows, e.g., to place two book pages from different servers side
by side with different operations possible on the two pages.
Most of the famous libraries from Stanford to Harvard, to Bavarian
States Library, etc. offer IIIF collections. Hence one can compare
a NID book in one‘s own library with other books from completely
different sources. Two examples on the next two pages.

Two pages from two different books! Left is from English book, right from German.

Two pictures from different libraries: One in Graz, one in Munich!

As mentioned before, documents are usually opened with „Short Menu“
Switching to „Full Menu“ gives more options, among them „More“ („fancy“)
possibilities for annotations as shown on next page.

Fancy annotations

By choosing this icon, experienced users know what
to expect: Some textual information. This and other
special icons (for video clips, audio clips, etc.) are
only available under Fancy Annotations.

Some further important features of NID documents
For each document it can be specified how many persons can use it at the
same time. (One main reason is that a publisher may offer a document for a
NID server for less money, if only one user can access it at a time, but more
if more or an unlimited number of users can access it at the same time.)

Different groups of users with quite different access options can be defined,
i.e. users of different groups can see different annotations. The next page
shows https://nid.iicm.tugraz.at/Home/ViewBook/199/5/view on the left with an annotation on
the „War of currents…“ and a mouse-over on Edisons picture, not logged-in.
Then I log in. I have attached another picture of Edison and choose as group
„Private“. Now the annotation „War of currents“ does not show, and the
mouse-over Edison gives another picture, as shown on the right side.

The page as it appears when I am not logged in: an
annotation on „War of the currents“ and on mouse over
a picture of Edison looking grumpy.

When I am logged in and choose „Private“ in
the group setting I get another picture and no
annotation on „War of the currents“

If interested to see how different a document can be depending on the group, look at the document
https://nid.iicm.tugraz.at/Home/BookDetail/187 . Follow instructions and go through the document choosing as group
„green“, „red“, or „Public“!

NID allows to use pictures of arbitrary (!) resolution and hence “deep zoom”. Here is a high
resolution picture of a city, and then we zoom in on the place marked by a blue rectangle.

The pool was
5 mm in the
original picture
and is now
20 cm.
So we have a
zoom factor of
40 or more.

If you are interested in
the NID system, contact
me at hmaurer@iicm.edu
Thanks for your
attention!
Hermann Maurer

Me: https://www.ae-info.org/

ae/Member/Maurer_Hermann

NID: Have look at https://austria-forum.org/af/AEIOU/NID-Books (including 2 and soon three
small mainly German video clips also reachable under
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rnb_gFFKGXc)

